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All-in-one Electromagnetic staff workstation

Decrease processing time with multiple item 
handling
smartstation™ 540 is our most complete solution 
for the activation and deactivation of EM 
security, providing the ability to process multiple 
items in a single transaction. With an activation/
deactivation zone of 100mm (almost 4 inches), 
smartstation™ 540 can typically process up to 5 
‘regular’ sized books at a time, meaning that 
processing time is reduced by a factor of five, 
compared to processing items one at a time. 

Easily verify the security status of any item
Library staff can use the smartstation™ 540 to 
determine whether an item has an EM strip and 
if it’s been deactivated.  This is particularly useful 
when the security status of certain items are 
unknown.

Deploy full EM security control wherever it is 
required
smartstation™ 540 can be positioned anywhere 
in the library where a standard power outlet 
exists, giving you the freedom to deploy full EM 
security activation and deactivation wherever it 
is required.

Streamline workflow of security measures
smartstation™ 540 is the perfect way to decrease 
staff time and streamline workflows at many 
points around your library, allowing EM security 
to be added or removed in the most efficient 
way possible. 
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Although we make every effort to ensure information is correct at the time of release, it is possible that specifications and features may vary or change over 
time. Bibliotheca therefore makes no representations or warranties as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained within this document.
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Specifications 

Dimensions: Detection unit  h: 369mm / 14.5"  | w: 278mm / 10.9" | d: 243mm  / 9.6"
Control box  h: 260mm / 10.2"  | w: 170mm / 6.7"   | d: 180mm / 7.1"

Weight: Detection unit  4.5kg / 9.9 lbs
Control box  12kg / 26.5 lbs

Material: Stainless steel and glass

Power: Input voltage: 110VAC & 220VAC ± 10%, 50Hz

Performance:
Functional height ≤ 100mm / 3.9"
Magnetising power ≤ 60W 
De-magnetising power ≤ 30W 

EM Specification: Detects a wide-range of EM labels 

Standards & Compliance: CE, ISO9001

Installation: Working surface height ≤100mm / 3.9"

Item processing: Multiple items can be processed at a time (within active zone)
Active zone is 100mm / 3.9"

Product Source Number: All in one Workstation


